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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The goal of this study is to help establish a foundation for cost effective stroke patient 
telerehabilitation by examining the efficacy of off-the-shelf consumer motion sensors.  This 
paper examines the practical implications of utilizing Apple iOS mobile devices and Variable 
Technology KORE NODE devices in the evaluation of stroke patient recovery.  Several 
algorithms are proposed to handle the user positioning and cheating detection requirements of 
the Functional Reach Test (FRT), efficient scoring of the National Institutes of Health Stroke 
Scale (NIHSS) motor arm exams, and real-time fall detection monitoring.  
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Objective of the Study 
 The goal of this study is to evaluate the efficacy of off the shelf consumer hardware as 
cost effective alternatives for the potential remote evaluation and monitoring of stroke patient 
recovery.  To accomplish this, we examine the effectiveness of utilizing a sensor network 
comprised of two Variable Technology’s KORE NODE sensor devices monitored via an Apple 
iOS mobile device during the Functional Reach Test (FRT) and as a potential full-time fall 
monitoring system.  Additionally, two lightweight motion classification algorithms are evaluated 
for the scoring of the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) motor arm test. [11, 12, 
13, 8, 14, 15, 6, 16] 
 
Related Work 
 In [17], Harvard University proposed a sensor network, dubbed “Mercury”, that requires 
eight shimmer sensors and a laptop for monitoring the data.  However, the monitoring system 
they propose requires numerous expensive sensors, mobility is limited by the use of a laptop, and 
the system is not targeted specifically at stroke patient rehabilitation.  This effectively regulates 
the use of this system to the clinical setting. [17] 
 In addition to mobility and affordability, we seek to provide a solution to help remotely 
evaluate a stroke patient’s recovery.  There is currently no research being conducted into 
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implementing a wearable mobile sensor network for the FRT nor the NIHSS motor tests [6, 12].  
We use the algorithms proposed in [8], [9], [18], and [19] as an initial starting point for 
determining chest posture, vertical arm positioning, horizontal arm positioning for the FRT and 
we expand on the compressive sensing work in [16] in order to provide a potential method to 
remotely evaluate a patient conducting the NIHSS motor tests. 
 Moreover, given the high likelihood of recovering stroke patients to fall, an ideal solution 
would incorporate real-time fall detection [20, 21].  The work in [17] on Mercury does not 
illustrate how to implement a fall detection scheme with a wearable sensor network, let alone one 
that is designed to distinguish falls from intentional actions [8, 17].  We expand on the work 
outlined in [8] by implementing a three phased fall detection algorithm that is compatible with 
our proposed FRT solution, which does not incorporate a leg sensor.  Effectively, we expand on 
the previous work by combining and adapting these algorithms for the requirements of FRT, 
testing their efficacy, and proposing methods for integrating them into a cohesive monitoring 
solution. 
 
Scope and Limitations of the Study 
 While one of the main objectives of this study is to examine the effectiveness of a 
wearable KORE NODE sensor network in its ability to monitor a patient during a FRT, we will 
not be measuring the distance extended by the patient.  Instead, we will focus on ensuring that 
the patient follows proper procedures and determine if an expert should further scrutinize the 
results of the exam.  Additionally, we will evaluate the wearable KORE NODE sensor network 
in its ability to monitor a patient for falls.  [11, 12, 13, 8]  As for the Apple iOS device, it will be 
limited to monitoring and interpreting the sensor data from the KORE NODE devices, which 
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require a Bluetooth Low Energy (BTLE) compatible device. [15, 14]  Currently, only the iPhone 
4s, iPhone 5, the third and fourth generation of iPads, the iPad mini, and the most recent version 
of the iPod Touch support Bluetooth 4.0. [22, 23, 4]   Finally, we will examine how effective a 
compressive sensing is at evaluating an NIHSS motor arm test compared to an alternative 
algorithm that uses value ranges [6, 16].  
 
Hardware Background 
Variable Technology’s KORE NODE Devices 
 Variable Technology’s website describes the KORE NODE as a, “handheld powerhouse” 
of sensors and currently sells for $150 [15].  Each cylindrical unit contains a three-axis 
magnetometer, gyroscope, and accelerometer, and is equipped with a battery capable of twelve-
hours of continuous use or thirty days of standby time.  Variable Technology also offers 
additional sensor modules for sale that physically interface with the KORE in order to increase 
the device’s functionality.  However, the main unit contains all of the motion sensors.  The 
magnetometer has a range from -8 to +8 gauss with a sensitivity of            gauss.  The 
gyroscope has a range from -2000 to +2000 degrees per second with a sensitivity of           
degrees per second.  Finally, the accelerometer has a range of -8 to +8 g’s with a resolution of 
            ’s. [15]  Currently, the devices are designed to communicate via Bluetooth 4.0 
with APIs available for the Apple iOS and Google Droid platforms. [15, 24, 25]   Figure 1.1 
below illustrates the motion sensor axes layout of the KORE NODE device. 
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Figure 1.1 KORE NODE Motion Sensor Axes 
 
Apple’s iOS Mobile Devices 
 As mentioned previously, Variable Technology’s KORE NODE devices require 
Bluetooth 4.0 for connectivity. [15]  Apple provides several mobile devices that run the Apple 
iOS operating system and support Bluetooth 4.0.  These devices currently include the Retina 
display iPad, iPad mini, iPhone 4s, iPhone 5, and the iPod touch. [14] [22] [23] [4]  Table 1.1 
lists the current prices of the different Apple iOS devices that support Bluetooth 4.0.  With the 
exception of the iPod Touch models, all of the other devices offer both WLAN and WWAN 
capabilities.  Although WWAN access will result in an additional WWAN carrier subscription 
cost, a service agreement contract can reduce the initial hardware costs.  For example, an iPhone 
5 without a carrier contract will cost an additional $450.00 above the prices listed in table 1.1. 
[26] 
 
Table 1.1 Bluetooth 4.0 Capable Apple iOS Hardware Prices. [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] 
Device Memory WLAN Only WLAN + WWAN 
iPod Touch 32 GB $299.00 N/A 
iPod Touch 64 GB $399.00 N/A 
iPad Mini 16 GB $329.00 $459.00 
iPad Mini 32 GB $429.00 $559.00 
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Table 1.1 Continued  [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] 
Device Memory WLAN Only WLAN + WWAN 
iPad Mini 64 GB $529.00 $659.00 
iPad with Retina Display 16 GB $499.00 $629.00 
iPad with Retina Display 32 GB $599.00 $729.00 
iPad with Retina Display 64 GB $699.00 $829.00 
iPhone 4s with Contract 16 GB N/A $99.00 
iPhone 5 with Contract 16 GB N/A $199.00 
iPhone 5 with Contract 32 GB N/A $299.00 
iPhone 5 with Contract 64 GB N/A $399.00 
 
Sensor Network Cost 
 As mentioned previously, one of the goals of this study is to propose a cost effective 
solution with two KORE NODE devices.  While the cost of two KORE NODE sensors and a 
capable iOS hardware device could quite easily exceed the cost of the average personal 
computer, the KORE NODE devices are significantly less expensive than Shimmer sensor 
devices with equivalent motion sensors [32, 33, 34, 35, 26].  Specifically, in order to have a 
Shimmer sensor with an accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer, you’ll need to combine 
multiple devices.  The wireless sensor unit, which costs €199, contains an accelerometer for 
motion sensing and the kinematic sensor, which costs €219, includes a gyroscope and 
magnetometer [34, 35].  To have an accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer within the 
same sensor unit, you would need to combine both devices as illustrated in [36].  As a 
consequence, the total cost of two sensors would be (         )         which, at the 
time of writing, is more than $1,116, compared to the $300 cost for two KORE NODE devices 
[37, 15]. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
FUNCTIONAL REACH TEST 
 
 
Introduction 
Pamela Duncan developed the functional reach test in 1990 as a simple dynamic test in 
order to establish a subject’s, “margin of stability”. [11]  Typically, physical therapists instruct 
stroke patients taking the test to reach forward with their strong arm while standing next to a 
yardstick placed at the height of their shoulders.  The test requires that subjects reach forward as 
far as they can without taking a step.  During the extension, the subject must keep their arm 
horizontal and refrain from twisting their torso to extend their reach artificially.  A reach of less 
than six or seven inches indicates a limited functional balance by the participant while a score of 
ten or higher indicates an adequate functional balance. [38, 13]  
 
Related Work 
 There is currently no research being conducted on automating the FRT exam using a 
wearable sensor network.  We use the algorithms proposed in [8], [9], [18], and [19] as an initial 
starting point for determining chest posture, vertical arm positioning, horizontal arm positioning, 
and step detection.  As mentioned previously, we expand on this work by combining and 
adapting these algorithms for the requirements of the functional reach test, testing their efficacy, 
and proposing methods for integrating them into a cohesive monitoring solution. 
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Requirements 
Due to the previously mentioned testing restrictions, any deployed sensor network will 
need to ensure that the participant executes the evaluation correctly in order to prevent an 
artificial reading.  Before the test, the network will need to ensure that the patient is standing 
upright with their arm held out in front of them in a horizontal manner before the test can begin.  
During the test, the network will need to detect if the patient stumbles, takes a step, or performs 
some other action that would artificially inflate or deflate their score. [11, 38, 13, 39]  This paper 
will refer to these requirements as vertical chest posture, vertical arm position, horizontal arm 
position, step detection, and torso twist detection.  
 
Sensor Placement 
 In the proposed solution, patients should use two KORE NODE sensors for the sensor 
network, one on their arm and one on their chest, with a smartphone device acting as the 
interpreter of the sensor network data.  In order to simplify calculation overhead, we propose 
placing one KORE NODE device on the patients’ chests or backs, such that the horizontal x-axis 
extends across their chest or back from left to right.  The NODE’s button should be placed 
upright and facing the left hand of the patient. [1, 8, 15]  Consequently, the NODE’s y-axis, 
which extends through the button, becomes the gravity axis and the NODE’s z-axis extends 
through the patient’s torso.  Vertical chest posture becomes the rotation around the chest 
NODE’s x-axis.  However, if the patient leans to the left or right, it will throw off the 
calculations as the axis horizontal to gravity shifts away from the x-axis towards either the y-axis 
or the z-axis, depending on how far the patient has leaned forward. [1, 9] 
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For the arm sensor, the patient will hold a KORE NODE in his or her strong arm with the 
button facing upward, away from the ground.  This will allow the patient to initiate the test by 
simply pressing the button on the arm device with his or her thumb.  Furthermore, this also has 
the advantage of keeping the arm device and chest device within the same horizontal plane.  
Determining if the patient’s arm is out in front of them before the test is, therefore, much easier.  
To do so, one simply needs to examine the arm NODE’s rotation around the y-axis relative to the 
chest NODE.  In this manner, the vertical arm position becomes the rotation around the arm 
NODE’s z-axis.  However, in similar respects to the chest device, if the patient accidentally rolls 
the device in his or her hand, it will throw off the calculations as the vertical axis rotates between 
the y-axis and z-axis. [1, 9, 19, 18]  Figure 2.1 below illustrates a student holding a pair of 
KORE NODE sensors in the ideal position for the FRT. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Ideal KORE NODE Sensor Locations for FRT 
 
Ensuring Correct Chest Posture 
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 The algorithm used to ensure correct patient chest posture is outlined in appendix A and 
was designed to detect the rotation along the x-axis,  , based on the methods specified in [9].  
However, if the patient leans to the left or right during the exam, it can throw off the calculations 
by causing the axis used for measurement to shift.  We can compensate somewhat by calculating 
the magnitude vector of the chest device’s z-axis data and the y-axis data, which will be used in 
the angle calculation instead of just the z-axis or y-axis. [9]  First, the algorithm determines   for 
the chest device from 0 to 360 degrees such that a reading of 90 degrees will indicate perfect 
vertical posture.  This is to maintain consistency with the arm device’s vertical position angle 
measurements, such that vertical is considered to be 90 degrees on both devices.  This value is 
considered to be the current chest posture angle,    .  Next, the smallest difference between the 
ideal posture angle,         , and the calculated angle,      is determined.  If this difference, 
      is greater than the predefined threshold,      , then the user’s posture is insufficient to 
start the FRT.  Ideally,         , would be 90 degrees.  However, this is best left to be tailored to 
individual users as their posture will unlikely be 90 degrees and/or the patient’s anatomy may 
result in an angle other than 90 degrees, even if the chest device is mounted properly.  
 The intent for the chest posture algorithm is to help ensure that the user is correctly 
positioned to begin the FRT.  Once the FRT has started, then the user’s posture does not need to 
be monitored for compliance.  As a result, the flag set by the algorithm can either be ignored, or 
     can be adjusted such that a 90 degree bend from the waist is considered acceptable.  
Appendix H contains the accelerometer readings from a chest device during a normal extension 
expected during an FRT.  In this session          is set to 70 degrees.  Figure 2.2 below illustrates 
the angles seen by the algorithm outlined in appendix A during a normal extension. 
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Figure 2.2 Chest Device X-Axis Rotation for Normal Extension 
 
Ensuring Correct Arm Position 
Vertical Arm Position 
 Unlike the vertical chest posture, the arm position requires that we measure both the 
vertical position and the horizontal position.  Not only does the network need to determine if the 
arm is horizontal, but also if the arm is pointed out in front of the patient.  [38, 13]  The first part 
of this, the vertical position, is determined in a manner very similar to the chest’s vertical 
posture.  The algorithm is outlined in appendix B and is based on the equations described in [9].  
Similar to the chest posture, the position reading is subject to incorrect readings depending on the 
rotation around another axis that causes the vertical and horizontal axis to swap places.  
However, given that the user will be reaching with their strong arm [13], the arm device is 
unlikely to rotate far enough around the x-axis to disrupt the position calculations.  In this case, 
we calculate the rotation around the z-axis using the y-axis and the absolute value of the x-axis. 
[9]  Figure 2.3 below illustrates the angles seen by the algorithm outlined in appendix B during a 
normal extension.  The ideal rotation is zero degrees.  The blue spikes indicate rotation across the 
        threshold. 
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Figure 2.3 Arm Device Z-Axis Rotation for Normal Extension 
 
Horizontal Arm Position 
 There is more than one potential method for determining the horizontal position of the 
arm device.  One of which is to use the NODE’s quaternion orientation readings provided by 
their API. [24]  Theoretically, both NODE devices have the same reference frame when shipped 
from the factory.  A complex rotation from position A to C can be calculated as a product of two 
sequential rotations, from A to B and from B to C. [10]  In our case, we label the orientation of 
the chest device as  ̂ 
  and the arm device as  ̂ 
  and the rotation from the chest to the arm device 
as  ̂ 
 .  Given the equation,   ̂ 
    ̂ 
   ̂ 
  we can attempt to solve for  ̂ 
  by the following 
equation  ̂ 
    ̂ 
   ̂ 
  and obtaining  ̂ 
  by finding the conjugate of  ̂ 
 ,  ̂ 
  .  Finding the 
conjugate is relatively straightforward:  ̂ 
    ̂ 
                    where   ,   ,   , and 
   represent the first, second, third, and fourth element of the  ̂ 
  quaternion, respectfully. [10]  
Once we have  ̂ 
 , we can then find the rotation around the y axis relative to the chest by finding  
 , as described in [10]. 
 Unfortunately, this method proved unreliable during our testing.  The quaternions for 
each device would drift over time and would not maintain consistent behavior, especially when 
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the NODE devices were in close proximity.  For example, when placed perfectly still in exactly 
the same orientation, the NODE devices would have different quaternion values that would drift 
over time.  Furthermore, the API at the time of writing does not allow for the manual setting of 
the reference frame, so there is no way to guarantee that the reference frames used by each 
NODE device are identical. [24, 10]  To get around this, the proposed algorithm in appendix C is 
heavily based on the methods outlined in [19] and [18].  The proposed approach calculates the 
magnetic heading of the chest device and arm device and examines the smallest angle between 
the two.  The headings are calculated such that if a KORE NODE device is held in the same 
manner as prescribed for the arm sensor placement and pointed towards magnetic north, the 
heading result will be zero degrees.  As such, the difference between the magnetic heading of the 
arm device and chest device should ideally be 90 degrees.  The algorithm for calculating the 
horizontal arm position is outlined in appendix C.  While this approach is more accurate and 
reliable than the quaternion method, care must be taken to minimize magnetic interference.  
Furthermore, this method is only viable for ensuring that the patient is in the proper orientation 
before starting the test, since the results become increasingly inaccurate the more the patient 
bends forward.  As the user bends forward, the chest device rotates along the x-axis causing the 
y-axis to swap positions with the z-axis. [19, 18]   Furthermore, the ideal difference should be 
customized to the testing environment due to the possible interference with the sensors.  Figure 
2.4 below illustrates how the differences between the magnetic headings of the arm and chest 
devices destabilize as a user reaches forward, even though the arm is still straight out in front of 
them.  Initially, the difference is relatively stable around 70 degrees, and it quickly diverges as 
the user reaches forward. 
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Figure 2.4 Instability of Magnetic Heading Difference 
 
Torso Twist Detection 
 Since the FRT is designed to measure how far someone stretches out in front of himself 
or herself, detrimental physical movements by the subject can easily distort results.  For 
example, a subject may, either deliberately or accidentally, twist their shoulder forward or 
otherwise lean to the side to reach as far as they can.  [13, 39]  Since gyroscopes provide 
instantaneous velocity readings, a simple threshold is not sufficient.  For example, a patient may 
move at a rate that is below the threshold, yet still exceed an acceptable distance.  In this respect, 
the algorithm outlined in appendix D is used to monitor the twisting of the patient’s torso via the 
gyroscope readings.  If the instantaneous magnitude vector of the gyroscope’s y-axis and z-axis 
exceeds a predefined tolerance, the sample data point is multiplied by the elapsed time since the 
previous sample was taken in order to obtain the distance.  This distance value is then added to 
an accumulator variable.  If the patient twists their shoulders or leans to one side such that the 
accumulated distance exceeds a predefined threshold, the algorithm will identify the motion as a 
torso twist event.  However, during our initial testing we found that the KORE NODE devices 
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had very noisy gyroscope readings and suffered from sporadic and random gyroscope spikes, 
even if the device was perfectly still on a flat surface.  Below, figure 2.5 and figure 2.6 
respectively illustrate the noisy gyroscope readings and sporadic spikes.  In both cases, the 
KORE NODE device was sitting perfectly still on an isolated flat surface. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 KORE NODE Gyroscope Noise 
 
 
Figure 2.6 KORE NODE Gyroscope Reading Spike 
 
 As a consequence of the noise and random spikes, the algorithm outlined in appendix E 
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imparted by the user onto the device.  Essentially, the algorithm uses a queue to store motion 
values above a predefined tolerance.  If a sufficient number of motion samples above the 
tolerance occur in a row, the algorithm calculates the sum of the values in the queue plus any 
subsequent values above the tolerance.  This rolling sum is the calculated user rotation distance.  
If a few motion samples above the tolerance occur followed by a sufficiently long period of 
calm, the algorithm resets its counters and empties the queue.  Another feature of this algorithm 
is its ability to forgive accidental movement that has not exceeded the maximum movement 
threshold by resetting the displayed distance if the person has stopped twisting their torso for a 
pre-determined number of samples.  The number of samples required to trigger the summing and 
the calming periods should be tailored based on the sampling rate of the KORE NODE device.   
 
Step Detection 
 As a patient is not supposed to take a step during the FRT, the algorithm outlined in 
appendix F is designed to detect when a subject stumbles forward during the test.  Similar to the 
fall detection algorithm outlined in [8], the accelerometer magnitude vectors (   and   ) and 
gyroscope magnitude vectors (   and   ) are monitored from each device.  If they exceed 
predefined thresholds, it triggers a step detection.  However, unlike the algorithm outlined in [8], 
we are not concerned with whether or not the step was intentionally taken by the user, just 
whether or not it occurred.  Although both devices are required to detect the step, only the 
gyroscope or accelerometer of each device is required.  Table 2.1 below represents the truth table 
for the step detection algorithm. 
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Table 2.1 Step Detection Truth Table. 
Arm Gyroscope 
Exceeds 
Threshold 
Arm 
Accelerometer 
Exceeds 
Threshold 
Chest Gyroscope 
Exceeds 
Threshold 
Chest 
Accelerometer 
Exceeds 
Threshold 
Step Detected 
FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 
FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE 
FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE 
FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE 
FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE 
FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE 
FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE 
FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 
TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE 
TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE 
TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE 
TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE 
TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
 
 
Summary 
 There are a number of prerequisites that the patient must meet before a FRT evaluation 
can begin.  The patient must be standing upright with their arm extended horizontally in front of 
them. [13, 12] The algorithms in appendices A, B, and C are designed to ensure that the patient is 
standing upright, with their arm held parallel to the ground, and out in front of them, respectively 
[9, 19, 18].  Once the test has started, the patient is required to bend forward without twisting 
their torso to extend their reach without taking a step [13, 39].  The algorithms proposed in 
appendices D, E and F are designed to detect these motion events when the KORE NODE 
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sensors are placed in the manner illustrated in figure 2.1.  The algorithm in appendix D is 
vulnerable to random spikes, so the algorithm in appendix E is preferred.
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CHAPTER III 
 
FALL DETECTION 
 
 
Introduction 
 Another one of the goals of this research is to test the feasibility of continuously using the 
fall detection algorithm proposed in [8], using off the shelf mobile sensor device hardware.  The 
algorithm outlined in appendix F is an implementation of the algorithm proposed in [8].  The fall 
detection algorithm requires three checks to be true before it considers an event to be a fall.  
First, the wearer of the sensor network must be in a static position.  Second, the person must be 
in a lying position.  Finally, the transition to the lying position must be considered unintentional.  
The transition is considered unintentional if the maximum acceleration and rotation rate over the 
past 1 second exceeds a predetermined threshold. [8] 
 
Related Work 
 Falling is a serious risk to stroke patients, especially those who have just started their 
recovery [20, 21].  Although there has been some previous work with fall detection with 
wearable sensor networks, they are not tailored specifically for stroke patients [8, 17].  For 
example, the algorithm proposed in [8] is a generic fall detection algorithm, but it relies on the 
presence of a leg sensor and it is not designed to be compatible with the FRT.  In addition, the 
network proposed in [17] is very generic and leverages numerous expensive sensors.  We expand 
on this work by adapting the fall detection algorithm to a form that is compatible with both the 
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FRT exam and our ideal sensor placement strategy that was outlined in chapter II in addition to 
proposing a methodology to incorporate it into a cohesive monitoring solution for stroke patients. 
 
Implementation 
 One of the main challenges with this particular algorithm is that it requires the ability to 
find the minimum and maximum values of both the accelerometer and gyroscope of both sensor 
devices up to one second previously [8].  KORE NODE devices have a maximum sampling rate 
of once every ten milliseconds, or 100 hertz, on their motion sensors.  This results in potentially 
needing to sort up to 100 floating point values four times every 10 milliseconds in the worst case. 
[24]  If we wanted to add this as a viable feature, we needed to ensure that the fall detection 
would not interfere with other operations relating to the FRT. 
 For our sliding window implementation, we opted to combine a linked-list based queue to 
track which values to add and remove with a binary search tree (BST) to maintain a sorted 
window.  However, insertion and removal into a binary search tree is slower, O(n), than that of a 
linked-list queue O(1).  This also can potentially double the memory space required as each has a 
space complexity of O(n). [40, 41]  However, in this particular case, it is more important for us 
to maintain a sorted window with insertions and removals, than having to re-sort a linked-list 
every time the window shifts. [40, 41]  In addition, the implementation we use also includes a 
pointer to the current maximum value and a pointer to the current minimum value.  When values 
are added to the window, the maximum and minimum pointers are reassigned if necessary.  If the 
current maximum value’s BST node duplicate value counter reaches zero, the maximum 
becomes the in-order predecessor, and the BST node is removed from the tree.  If the current 
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minimum value’s BST node duplicate value count becomes zero, the minimum becomes the in-
order successor and the old BST node is removed from the tree.  [42] 
 Unlike [8], the algorithm outlined in appendix G expects the second sensor to be located 
on the patient’s arm instead of the thigh.  Most of the algorithm uses the magnitude of the 
acceleration and rotation, so it is not tied to specific axes.  However, the posture detection 
component is tied to their specific implementation.  Given the cylindrical shape of the KORE 
NODE device, we examine both the x-axis rotation and z-axis rotation of both sensors to see if 
they exceed the thresholds outlined in [8].  As a result, more emphasis needs to be placed on the 
third step, as a participant may appear to be lying in a static position by simply conducting the 
FRT.  Intent becomes the discerning factor.
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CHAPTER IV 
 
NIHSS SCORING 
 
 
Introduction 
 The NIHSS contains a series of motor skill tests used to evaluate the recovery of stroke 
patients.  Two algorithms are presented in order to provide an autonomous way for mobile 
devices to rate the ability of patients to perform the NIHSS motor arm test.  This test requires a 
patient to lift his or her arm and hold it level out in front of them for a whole ten seconds. [6]  
“The limb is placed in the appropriate position: extend the arms 
(palms down) 90 degrees (if sitting) or 45 degrees (if supine).  
Drift is scored if the arm falls before 10 seconds.  The aphasic 
patient is encouraged using urgency in the voice and pantomime, 
but not noxious stimulation.  Each limb is tested in turn, beginning 
with the non-paretic arm.  Only in the case of amputation or joint 
fusion at the shoulder, the examiner should record the score as 
untestable (UN), and clearly write the explanation for this choice.” 
[6] 
 
 If the patient’s arm does not drift, he or she is assigned a score of zero.  If  the patient 
holds his or her arm at the required angle, but it drifts down before the required time has elapsed, 
the patient receives a score of one.  If the patient struggles against gravity and cannot quite reach 
the required angle, the patient is assigned a score of two.  If the patient’s limb exhibits no effort 
to resist gravity, and simply falls, the patient is given a score of three.  Finally, a score of four is 
given to patients that are completely unable to move their arm. [6]  In order to test our approach, 
we have ten motion sample recordings of each score classification. 
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Related Work 
 There is currently no research being performed on implementing an automated scoring 
algorithm for the NIHSS motor tests that can be used for remote evaluation.  We use the 
compressive sensing methodology outlined in [16] as a basis for identifying the resulting score of 
the motor arm test.  We expand on this work by implementing an algorithm that can transmit a 
mostly sparse identification vector, reconstruct it based on a belief-propagation of the non-zero 
values in the received vector, and then use the reconstructed vector to automatically determine a 
score for the motor arm test.  We then compare the effectiveness of this approach with an 
alternative method that uses value ranges for training sample values. 
 
Compressive Sensing Method 
 In order to solve systems of equations with multiple unknown variables, you would 
ideally need as many equations as you do variables.  With motion recognition, each sample 
reading taken from the motion sensor is essentially a single variable.  The more measurements 
you have, either due to the length of the recording or the sampling rate, the more unknown 
variables you essentially have.  Practically, it is unreasonable to expect that you would have as 
many recording sessions as the number of samples taken in a session.  For example, one of the 
samples we have has 5,310 data points, and we only have nine other samples for that particular 
movement.  We may eventually get 5,310 recordings, but it is highly impractical to expect that; 
especially considering that the length of a recording session is not a fixed value.  Compressive 
sensing is a method for obtaining sparse solutions to linear systems that have more unknown 
values than equations.  By taking advantage of the fact that sparse information contains mostly 
zeros, the amount of data needed for reconstruction is dramatically reduced. [43] 
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 Our compressed sensing algorithm is based on the work in [16] in which the authors used 
compressive sensing for the distributed segmentation and classification of human actions using a 
wearable motion sensor network.  Their work illustrates how a linear system that contains known 
recorded actions can identify human movements by a sparse vector representation.  Our method 
expands on this by using compressed sensing to identify the actions performed during the NIHSS 
motor arm test. [6, 16]  
 Our algorithm is comprised of several stages.  The first of which is the training matrix 
assembly.  We used pre-recorded sensor data for our known values and assemble them into a 
training matrix.  However, since individual recording sessions for a particular action can contain 
large amounts of data of non-fixed length, we need to process the data so our training matrix can 
have a uniform row count.  First, the algorithm takes the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis data of each 
sample and appends them sequentially into a single vector as illustrated in figures 4.1 and 4.2 
below.   
 
Figure 4.1 Illustration of Three Actions With Two Samples Each of Varying Length 
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Figure 4.2 Illustration of Appended Sample Vectors 
 
 Once this is completed, the algorithm finds the average length of all the samples for each 
possible action.  Each action is then resampled to the average length if necessary (figure 4.3).  
Samples are then grouped according to the action they represent such that each column of the 
training matrix is now an individual action sample.  The resulting training matrix has the actions 
grouped in increasing order.  This is illustrated in figure 4.4. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Illustration of Resampled Sample Vectors 
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Figure 4.4 Illustration of Resampled Sample Vectors Bundled Into a Training Matrix 
 
  Figures 4.5 and 4.6 below respectively represent a resampled motion sample and the 
combined training matrix using the recorded motion sessions from our NIHSS motor arm 
training set. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Resampled Sample Vector 
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Figure 4.6 Assembled Training Matrix 
 
 Once the training matrix is assembled, the next phase is the identification of an unknown 
sample.  The algorithm uses a recording of action data from the sensors to generate a mostly 
sparse identity vector for transmission.  The received identity vector is reconstructed based on 
belief propagation of received measurement and is mostly sparse.  The non-zero values in the 
reconstructed identity vector will align with the corresponding column indices in the training 
matrix.  In our training set, columns zero to nine represent score zero, columns ten to nineteen 
represent score one, columns twenty to twenty-nine represent score two, and columns thirty to 
thirty-nine represent score three.  Score four was not saved as it is involves zero motion. [6, 16] 
 The next stage of the algorithm deals with scoring.  It first identifies what score the index 
of the maximum non-zero value of the identity vector belongs to and gives it a base weight.  For 
all the other non-zero values, it identifies the score it belongs to and adds a weight to that score 
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that is proportional to the maximum value.  The highest weighted score at the end is the result.  If 
the reconstructed vector does not have the highest non-zero value in the correct score, the 
cumulative weight of other non-zero values can shift the balance.  Figure 4.7 below demonstrates 
what the scoring algorithm sees when it makes its decision.  In all the graphs in figure 4.7, the 
green vertical bars represent the boundaries between score sample blocks.  In the top graph, the 
blue line represents the actual score 1, sample 3 vector stored in the training matrix and the red 
line represents the reconstruction.  In the second graph, the blue line now represents the cutoff 
point for values to be considered.  Everything below this line is considered zero by the algorithm.  
The third graph is the weights considered for each score segment.  Score one is the highest 
followed closely by score three and zero, with score two with the lowest weight considered.  
Finally, the blue line in the bottom graph represents the final resulting score. 
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Figure 4.7 The Scoring Process 
 
Alternate Method 
 One downside to the previous method is that the entire contents of the training matrix 
needs to be stored in memory.  An alternative is to use a training matrix obtained with the 
compressed sensing method to generate a derivative training matrix with two columns for each 
score of the same number rows.  Each row in each column pair represents a minimum and 
maximum possible value for that particular point in the training sample.  For example, row ten of 
column one would represent the minimum value acceptable for the tenth value in a score zero 
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measurement vector.  Consequently, row ten of column two would represent the maximum value 
acceptable for the tenth value in a score zero measurement vector.  The result is an acceptable 
value range for each value belonging to a potential score.  This is illustrated in figure 4.8 below. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Illustration of Derivative Training Matrix 
 
 In this method, each possible score is given a counter.  When a recorded sample needs to 
be identified, it is first resampled to the correct size for the training matrix if necessary.  Once 
resampled, the algorithm examines each value of the motion vector iteratively.  For each score 
range the current value being examined belongs to, the corresponding score counters are 
incremented.  In the end, the score with the highest counter value is considered the result.   
 This method does provide some advantages to the previous one.  In the other method, the 
entire training matrix needs to be stored in memory for identification purposes, where this only 
stores minimum and maximum values for each value of each score, always resulting in two 
columns per score regardless of the number of samples used to build the training matrix.  Also, 
adding new samples to the training matrix for existing actions only adjusts the ranges and does 
not increase the memory footprint.  Unfortunately, there are a few obvious drawbacks to this 
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method.  First, the entire resampled motion recording needs to retained in memory.  However, 
this may be advantageous if processing needs to be performed locally on a mobile device.  
Second, there is a large potential for range overlap and multiple scores obtaining the same 
counts, resulting in a tie.  However, tie scores are also possible with the compressive sensing 
method as well.
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CHAPTER V 
 
METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 
 
 
Functional Reach Test 
Chest Posture 
 During testing, the angles used by the chest posture algorithm were used to calculate how 
far from the ideal the degrees were and how close this angle was to the cutoff threshold.  As 
mentioned in chapter 2, the chest posture angle is considered to be rotation around the chest 
device’s accelerometer x-axis [9].  With a twenty-degree threshold and an ideal posture value of 
94 degrees, we examined the percentage of the remaining threshold as the user bent forward 
normally and then backwards.  Figure 5.1 illustrates the angles seen by the algorithm and the 
corresponding consumption of the threshold over time.  As the user leans forward towards zero 
degrees, the number of degrees from the ideal increases, and the threshold is consumed until it 
entirely used up.  Once the user starts to stand up straight, the number of degrees from the ideal 
drops appropriately.  The blue spikes indicate rotation across the         threshold as the user 
bends beyond zero degrees.  The percentage of the threshold remaining starts to increase once 
the user has exceeded 74 degrees of inclination.  This is as expected since 74 degrees is twenty 
degrees away from the ideal of 94 degrees.  
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Figure 5.1 Chest Posture Test Degrees and Threshold Consumption 
 
Vertical Arm Position 
 Testing of the vertical arm position algorithm was very similar to the testing of the chest 
posture algorithm.  Unlike chest posture, which uses the x-axis of the device’s accelerometer, 
vertical arm position is considered to be the rotation around the arm device’s  accelerometer z-
axis [9].  During the test, the user held his arm horizontal to the ground, lowered it, returned to 
the horizontal position, then raised it.  A threshold was set to ten degrees, allowing for angles 
between greater than or equal to 350 degrees, but less than 10 degrees.  Figure 5.2 below 
illustrates the degrees seen by the algorithm and the corresponding threshold consumption.  The 
blue spikes indicate rotation across the         threshold.  As the user lowers his arm, the 
rotation degrees drops below 360 and the threshold starts to be consumed until bottoming out at 
zero once the user’s arm passes 350 degrees.  The amount of threshold remaining increases once 
the user’s arm is raised between 350 degrees and 360 degrees.  Once the user raises his arm 
above zero degrees, the threshold starts to be consumed, before bottoming out when the user’s 
arm passes ten degrees of rotation around the z-axis. 
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Figure 5.2 Vertical Arm Position Test Degrees and Threshold Consumption 
 
Horizontal Arm Position 
 As mentioned in chapter two, the horizontal arm position is calculated by determining the 
difference in magnetic heading between the arm device and chest device.  Ideally, the smallest 
difference between the two angles should be 90 degrees.  To test the algorithm outlined in 
appendix C, a user equipped with two KORE NODE devices in the ideal placement position, 
faced magnetic north, and held his right arm directly in front of himself.  He then rotated his arm 
to the right such that it faced east, then rotated back towards north.  Next, he rotated the arm left 
towards west before returning to the north position.  Figure 5.3 below illustrates the movement 
of the arm device relative to the chest device and the smallest difference between the two over 
time.  Figure 5.4 illustrates the corresponding difference from the 90 degree ideal and the thirty 
degree threshold consumption.  As the figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate, the difference between the 
two does not start at 90 degrees, but it is sufficiently close to be within our threshold.  As the 
user moved his arm to the right, the difference passed through the ideal causing the threshold to 
be consumed, released, then consumed again as the difference passed 90 degrees.  This also 
occurred when the user moved his arm back towards the center, then towards his left, then back 
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again.  The blue spikes in figure 5.3 indicate where the arm device’s magnetic heading traversed 
the         threshold. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Horizontal Arm Test Degrees 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Horizontal Arm Test Distance From Ideal and Threshold Consumption 
 
Torso Twist Detection 
 As mentioned in chapter two, the torso twist algorithm relies on the chest device’s 
gyroscope readings for the rotation around the y-axis and z-axis.  One of the key requirements to 
the torso twist detection algorithm is to maintain a running sum of the distance that the person’s 
torso has rotated.  This is due to the fact that the gyroscope’s sensors only report instantaneous 
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velocity measurements in degrees per second [24].  To accomplish this, the readings are 
multiplied by the time since the previous sample.  The default sampling rate for a KORE NODE 
device is once every ten milliseconds [24].  Consequently, the calculated magnitude vector is 
multiplied by ten milliseconds and that value is accumulated in the running sum.  During our 
initial tests, we found that some rotation was to be expected due to spikes and unintentional user 
movement.  As a result, we set the algorithm to only report moved distance if the consecutive 
count of samples above ten degrees per second exceeded ten in a row.  If it exceeded that 
amount, the distance would be reported and used to determine if the user had exceeded the 
cumulative movement threshold of ten degrees.  If ten consecutive values below the threshold 
appeared, then the reported distance was reset to zero.  Figure 5.3 below shows the chest 
gyroscope’s y-axis and z-axis vector magnitude for a normal reach.  In this example, the running 
sum of the vector magnitude was about fifteen degrees, which is more than our tolerance of ten 
degrees. However, the number of consecutive values above the ten degree threshold degrees 
never exceeded ten.  As a result, the reported distance by the algorithm correctly stayed at zero, 
effectively ignoring the motion indicated by the sensors. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Torso Twist Detection Test During Normal Extension 
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 For our second test, we had the user twist his body to try to reach as far as he could.  
Figure 5.4 below illustrates the results.  By comparing figure 5.4 with 5.3, we can see that with 
intentional movement by the user, the peaks are a lot less jagged, indicating longer durations of 
movement.  As the test progresses, the running sum quickly increases.  After a brief delay, the 
movement is reported by the algorithm since the number of consecutive vector magnitude 
readings above ten degrees per second (DPS) exceeds ten.  The reported distance quickly reaches 
near twenty, successfully exceeding the detection threshold as the user extends his arm.  During 
the pause before the user retracts his arm, the reported distance correctly drops to zero.  When 
the user brings his arm back, we can clearly see the return motion is quickly detected and 
correctly reports the accumulated distance moved by the user. 
 
 
Figure 5.6 Torso Twist Detection Test During Extension With Torso Twist 
 
Step Detection 
 The step detection algorithm is designed to detect a patient stumbling during a test.  In 
this case, a user leaned forward as far as he could until his leg extended out to keep them from 
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falling.  Figures 5.5 and 5.6 below illustrate the accelerometer and gyroscope readings of the 
chest and arm device during such a stumble.  The random gyroscope spikes notwithstanding, the 
readings easily exceed the thresholds used by the proposed algorithm.  However, we found that 
these thresholds are too high for simple walking steps or the shuffling of feet.  If an ultrasonic 
sensor is used by the arm device to measure distance, then additional refinements to this 
algorithm are needed in order to detect more subtle leg movements by the patient.  
Unfortunately, given the random artificial gyroscope spikes that occur with the KORE NODE 
devices, it is possible that a false positive could be triggered in the unlikely event that both 
devices experience an artificial gyroscope spikes simultaneously.  Consequently, future research 
should incorporate a spike-tolerant methodology such as the one proposed in the torso-twist 
algorithm.  
 
 
Figure 5.7 Chest Device Stumble Readings 
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Figure 5.8 Arm Device Stumble Readings 
 
Combining the FRT Algorithms 
 Combining the algorithms into a single app was not a straightforward task.  Due to 
overlapping thresholds for different events, we had to test for the events that had the largest 
motion threshold requirements first before testing for minor events.  For example, during a step 
detection test, the app detected the user’s arm deviating too far before the step was detected.  To 
correct this, we had to restructure the application such that the app would check for a step first, 
and only alert the user to the arm position fault when a step was not detected.  The result was the 
algorithm outlined in appendix H.  Moreover, we found that a lot of the algorithms required for 
the FRT share similar calculations.  An efficient implementation will calculate the necessary 
rotation angles on each sensor update and share them with detection algorithms rather than 
having each distinct algorithm calculate the same rotation angles multiple times. 
 
Fall Detection 
 Before we had access to KORE NODE devices, initial tests of the algorithm outlined in 
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thresholds were very high and testing the fall detection algorithm risked causing permanent 
damage to our limited supply of testing equipment.  As a result, we lowered the gyroscope 
magnitude vector thresholds by 100 DPS for each device.  Once we had access to NODE 
hardware, we updated the second phase of the fall detection algorithm to examine the x-axis 
rotation (posture) and z-axis rotation (vertical inclination) of the chest device. 
 Unfortunately, we were not able to completely test the fall detection algorithm using 
KORE NODE devices in time for writing.  However we were able to perform a basic test of the 
chest device’s influence in the fall detection algorithm.  Using the thresholds outlined in [8], we 
hypothesize that a user is less likely to be in a standing position if the x-axis rotation exceeds 35 
degrees from the user’s ideal posture or if the z-axis rotation exceeds 35 degrees from the ideal 
vertical inclination of the chest device.  This is illustrated in figure 5.9 below with the green 
areas indicating     degrees from vertical.  However, since it is possible that potential users 
may exceed these thresholds without falling, we rely heavily on the third step of the algorithm 
proposed in [8] to prevent false positives.  
 
 
Figure 5.9 Second Phase X-Axis Rotation Zone (Left) and Z-Axis Rotation Zone (Right) 
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 In order to test the alterations to the second phase of the fall detection algorithm, a user 
laid down on his back and rolled towards his left for a 360 degree rotation.  Figure 5.9 below 
illustrates the x-axis rotation and z-axis rotation degrees seen by the algorithm and the 
corresponding threshold consumption.  The algorithm considers the user to not likely be standing 
if the remaining threshold reaches zero in a given point in time.  Although there are points at 
which both of the remaining thresholds are non-zero, even though the user is lying down, they 
are very brief.  The fast default sampling rate of the KORE NODE devices quickly detects the 
correct posture.  The longest period where the remaining thresholds of both devices were non-
zero was approximately 0.3 seconds.  
 Although the fall detection algorithm examines both the chest and the arm device, we can 
look at the motion sensor data and see whether or not the chest device would have exceeded its 
thresholds as outlined in appendix G.  Although there were times in which the device was both 
static and not considered to be in a standing position, it never passed the third phase thresholds.  
Consequently, the algorithm correctly indicated that it had not detected a fall.  Figure 5.10 
illustrates the chest device’s influence on each of the three phases of the fall detection algorithm.  
 
 
Figure 5.10 Illustration of Fall Detection Test 
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Figure 5.11 Chest Device Test of Second Phase of Fall Detection Algorithm 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Chest Device’s Influence In Fall Detection Algorithm Test 
  
Integrating FRT & Fall Detection Algorithms 
 Similar to the FRT algorithm combination strategy, we propose checking for a fall first 
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executed continuously, independent of whether or not a FRT test is being performed.  However, 
given the importance of a fall detection event, it should be integrated such that it would interrupt 
an FRT in progress as is with the other event detection algorithms.  As a result, the proposed 
integration strategy is illustrated in the algorithm outlined in appendix I. 
 
NIHSS Scoring 
Compressive Sensing Method 
 For testing the compressive sensing algorithm, we used a set of forty motion recordings 
for the NIHSS motor arm test [6]; ten samples each for score zero, one, two, and three.  Each 
individual sample was tested against a generated training matrix, as described in chapter II, that 
was built without being exposed to the test sample, resulting in 40 test cases, each with its own 
training matrix that included all the other samples. [16]  For Each sample to be identified, the x-
axis, y-axis, and z-axis of the current sample were appended sequentially to each other to 
generate a single motion vector.  If necessary, the resulting motion vectors were resampled to the 
length of the training matrix.  A compressive sensing algorithm was then used to create a mostly 
sparse identification vector [16].  This identification was fed into an algorithm designed to 
simulate transmission before being reconstructed using a belief propagation based on the 
knowledge that the original identification vector is mostly sparse. 
 Once reconstructed, the received identification vector was fed into a scoring algorithm.  
The scoring algorithm finds the maximum non-zero value and treats any other value less than 
50% of that value to be zero.  All non-zero values are assigned a weight based on their 
percentage of the maximum non-zero value.  Four accumulator variables, one for each known 
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action, accumulate the weight for any non-zero value falling within their index range.  The score 
with the highest resulting weight is considered the result. 
 During initial testing, there was a variance in the reconstruction of some of the samples 
belonging to certain scores.  Figure 5.10 below illustrates two scoring attempts for identifying 
the third sample of score one.  Although the result was the same, the reconstructed value differs 
between the two attempts.  The one on the right is not as clear-cut as the one of the left. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Compressive Sensing Reconstruction Variance 
 
 As a consequence, each sample was tested 10 times to verify consistency.  Detailed 
results are listed in table 5.1.  The algorithm performed very well with samples from score zero 
and three.  However, the algorithm appeared to struggle with samples from scores one and two.  
With score zero samples, the algorithm correctly identified the sample vector 99% of the time.  
This dropped to 69% for score three samples, 52% for score two samples, and 7% for score one 
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samples.  Further complicating things, the performance for samples belonging to scores one and 
two often varied.  The criteria for scores one and two from the NIHSS motor arm test are very 
similar [6].  It may be possible that this method of classification has difficulty identifying actions 
that are discrete, yet very similar in nature.  Additionally, our tests also demonstrated that this 
method is very sensitive to signal noise. 
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Table 5.1 Compressive Sensing Results 
Score Sample Test 
1 
Test 
2 
Test 
3 
Test 
4 
Test 
5 
Test 
6 
Test 
7 
Test 
8 
Test 
9 
Test 
10 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 6 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 2 3 3 3 2 0 1 2 3 
1 1 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 2 2 
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 
1 3 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 1 3 1 
1 4 3 2 2 0 2 2 0 1 1 2 
1 5 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 3 
1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 8 2 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 2 0 3 0 2 3 0 0 3 
2 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 3 0 2 2 3 2 2 3 
2 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 
2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 5 3 1 3 2 2 2 1 0 3 3 
2 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 
2 7 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 
2 8 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
2 9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 
3 0 3 3 0 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 
3 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 
3 2 3 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 1 3 0 2 0 3 2 
3 4 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 5 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 6 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 2 3 
3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 
3 8 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 
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Alternate Method 
 The alternate method was tested using the same samples used by the sparse sampling 
method.  Just as with the testing of the compressive sensing method, each individual sample was 
tested against a generated training matrix that was built without being exposed to the test sample, 
resulting in 40 test cases, each with its own training matrix. [16]  Each of these training matrices 
were used to generate a corresponding derived training matrix as described in chapter four.  Also 
like the compressive sensing method, the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis of the sample to be identified 
were appended sequentially to each other to generate a single motion vector and, if necessary, 
the resulting motion vector was resampled to the length of the training matrix.  Once the correct 
length was verified, the sample was scanned iteratively.  A set of four counters, one for each 
known action, was maintained during the scanning process.  If the current motion vector value 
being examined fit into one or more score ranges, the corresponding counters were incremented.  
Once the examination was finished, the score belonging to the highest counter was considered 
the result.  Each sample was tested three times to check for result stability.  Table 5.2 below 
shows the results of this algorithm.  The algorithm correctly identified 80% of the score zero 
samples, 100% of the score one samples, 90% of the score two samples, and 100% of the score 
three samples.  Moreover, the results were stable across all three test for all samples. 
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Table 5.2 Alternative Method Results 
Score Target 
Sample 
Run 1 
Result 
Run 2 
Result 
Run 3 
Result 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 
0 2 1 1 1 
0 3 0 0 0 
0 4 0 0 0 
0 5 0 0 0 
0 6 0 0 0 
0 7 0 0 0 
0 8 0 0 0 
0 9 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 1 1 
1 3 1 1 1 
1 4 1 1 1 
1 5 1 1 1 
1 6 1 1 1 
1 7 1 1 1 
1 8 1 1 1 
1 9 1 1 1 
2 0 3 3 3 
2 1 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 
2 3 2 2 2 
2 4 2 2 2 
2 5 2 2 2 
2 6 2 2 2 
2 7 2 2 2 
2 8 2 2 2 
2 9 2 2 2 
3 0 3 3 3 
3 1 3 3 3 
3 2 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 
3 4 3 3 3 
3 5 3 3 3 
3 6 3 3 3 
3 7 3 3 3 
3 8 3 3 3 
3 9 3 3 3 
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CHAPTER VI 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
Objectives of the Study 
 The primary purpose of this study was to help establish a foundation for cost-effective 
stroke patient telerehabilitation.  To this end, we examined the practical implications of using a 
wearable sensor network comprised of off-the-shelf consumer hardware for remotely evaluating 
the recovery of stroke patients.  Specifically, we developed algorithms targeted to help ensure 
that patients are executing the functional reach test correctly, to potentially provide real-time fall 
detection of patients, and to provide methods to classify NIHSS motor skill tests. 
 
Summary of the Findings 
Functional Reach Test 
 For the functional reach test algorithms, we were successfully able to develop algorithms 
that can aid in the positioning requirements of the functional reach test and help prevent artificial 
inflation or deflation of resulting scores [38].  The FRT algorithms that utilized the 
accelerometer sensor of the  KORE NODE devices were highly effective in ensuring that the 
user maintained the correct chest posture and vertical arm inclination before the exam started.  
The same is true for the vertical arm positioning for during the FRT exam.  However, we 
encountered several challenges when developing algorithms that relied on the magnetometer or 
gyroscope sensors of  KORE NODE devices.  For example, algorithms that rely on quaternion 
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representations of orientation may not be very reliable as they may have a tendency to drift over 
time due to unintentional gyroscope spikes and magnetic interference.  Specifically, the 
horizontal arm positioning algorithm loses accuracy as the user bends forward, which restricts it 
to being used only to help ensure the user is in the correct starting position for the test.  The torso 
twist algorithm, which relies on the gyroscope, needs to ignore a baseline noise level in addition 
to isolated spikes in the gyroscope data that were not caused by movement. 
 Step detection, which uses the accelerometer and gyroscope of the KORE NODE devices 
was successfully able to identify if a user stumbled forwarded during the exam.  However, the 
thresholds used were too large to detect smaller steps or the shuffling of feet which also may 
artificially increase the distance measured during the FRT.  Further research is necessary. 
 In integrating the different FRT algorithms into a single package, we found that it was 
necessary to search for the movements that required the largest thresholds first, before seeing if 
the required action was something more modest.  This prevented our test application from raising 
an alert that an arm deviation was experienced when, in fact, the user stumbled.  While an arm 
deviation is certainly possible when a patient stumbles, it provides insufficient detail into exactly 
why the test was interrupted 
 
Fall Detection 
 We were unable to fully test our custom implementation of the fall detection algorithm 
proposed in [8].  The absence of a leg sensor increases the need to rely on the third phase of the 
fall detection algorithm to determine if the transition to a non-standing static position was 
intentional.  However, our initial results are encouraging.  The portion of our algorithm that 
observes the chest device was able to successfully identify when a user was in a static lying 
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position as he lay on his back, sides, and front from the chest device’s perspective.  In addition, 
the chest device did not indicate a fall as the user rotated to different lying positions. 
 
NIHSS Scoring 
 Our NIHSS compressive sensing scoring algorithm is based on the work outlined in [16].  
Our implementation attempted to identify actions using a reconstructed sparse vector 
representation.  This reconstruction was accomplished using a belief propagation on the received 
sparse identification vector that was subject to simulated transmission interference.  Due to the 
reconstruction algorithm’s sensitivity to non-zero values induced by the interference, the 
methodology we used was not very effective in consistently identifying highly similar, yet 
distinct, motor actions.   
 Consequently, an alternate scoring method was developed using ranges of acceptable 
values.  As a contrast to the compressive sensing method, the alternate method was very 
consistent and it accurately identified the motor actions that the compressive sensing algorithm 
had difficulty with.  However, this method relies on the retention of the resampled measurement 
vector.  As this may contain more data than the sparse representation vector, it may require more 
bandwidth.  Consequently, the alternate method might be best executed on a local device if 
bandwidth is a concern.  However, the training matrix has a smaller rate of memory consumption 
compared to the compressive sensing algorithm, which, depending on the implementation, may 
be conducive to this restriction. 
 
Conclusions 
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 The algorithms presented in this paper establish a foundation for cost effective stroke 
patient telerehabilitation.  We’ve established that off-the-shelf hardware can be used to construct 
a wearable sensor network suitable for this purpose.  The thresholds and ideal values examined 
by the fall detection algorithm and each of the FRT algorithms needs to be tailored to not only 
the individual users, but also their testing environments.  For example, a user may not have 
perfect posture or the user may have unavoidable anatomical features that impact the sensor 
readings.  Moreover, a testing environment may not be perfectly level and it may have 
unintended magnetic interference.  If not tuned correctly, the algorithms may not perform 
correctly.  This may lead to false positives and false negatives by the detection algorithms.  
Furthermore, given the limited computing power of mobile devices and the high sampling rates 
required for effective monitoring of patient performance during examinations, efficient 
evaluation is a necessity.  Calculating the rotation angles of the chest and arm devices before 
executing the detection algorithms will help prevent duplicate calculations, which will aid in the 
performance of the FRT algorithms and the fall detection algorithm.  In addition, the ability to 
use an efficient method to sort the contents of a sliding window is an upmost necessity for the 
fall detection algorithm.  Finally, the compressive sensing algorithms used for remote motion 
evaluation are very sensitive to interference imparted onto the sparse identification vector.  Local 
identification that utilizes the entire identification vector is more accurate, consistent, and, 
depending on the implementation,  can have a smaller memory footprint.   
 
Recommendations for Further Study 
 During our tests, we found that the horizontal positioning algorithm had trouble when a 
user bent forward during the FRT test.  Methods have been proposed in [18] for compensating 
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the magnetic heading for pitch and roll angles and other potential issues.  Further research should 
be performed to see if such methods can be used on the chest and arm KORE NODE devices to 
enable the use of magnetic headings during the functional reach test.  In addition, further 
research should be conducted into finding more accurate and efficient ways of ignoring random 
gyroscope spikes.  For example, fast median filters have been proposed in articles such as [44] .  
This could impact both the accuracy and performance of the fall detection algorithm, step 
detection algorithm, and the torso twist algorithm. 
 Furthermore, the step detection algorithm needs further refinement in order to detect 
more subtle movements.  One possible approach may be to split it up into three algorithms.  One 
algorithm designed to detect for stumbles, another tailored for steps, and one for detecting the 
subtle shuffling of feet.  However, this would most likely lead to overlapping thresholds.  One 
way to handle this would be to nest the step detection components in the same manner as the 
other FRT algorithms by starting with the one with the largest magnitude threshold first before 
proceeding to the action with the next smallest threshold. 
 Moreover, the fall detection algorithm needs additional testing for phase three  It may 
also be possible to further improve the performance of the sliding windows of used by fall 
detection algorithm by implementing self-balancing tree, such as an AVL tree, red-black tree, or 
splay tree [41].  Finally, additional research should be conducted into the efficacy of using 
forward error correction in the compressive sensing algorithm.  Forward error correction is 
commonly used by wireless communications to correct errors on received data [45].  It may be 
possible that an efficient forward error correction encoding and decoding mechanism may help 
alleviate the inconsistences observed with the compressive sensing algorithm. 
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VERTICAL CHEST POSTURE ALGORITHM 
 
 
1.  /*Initialize result flag.*/ 
2.  postureVertical = false; 
3.  while sampling chest device’s accelerometer: 
4.   /*Determine the chest device’s rotation around the x axis in degrees:*/ 
5.   if         then:   
6.    if         then  
7.              
8.    else if        then: 
9.             
10.    else: 
11.            /*Sensor is broken or not in a gravitational field*/  
12.    end if 
13.   else:  
14.          
  (
    
√    
      
 
)  (
    
 
) 
15.    if        then: 
16.     if      then: 
17.                 
18.     else: 
19.                
20.     end if 
21.    else: 
22.                 
23.    end if 
24.   end if 
25.   if         then: 
26.            
27.    /*Determine the smallest difference between the ideal and the actual: */ 
28.                        
29.    if           then: 
30.                     
31.    else if            then: 
32.                    
33.    else: 
34.     /Do nothing*/ 
35.    end if 
36.    /*See if difference is acceptable:*/ 
37.    if |    |        then: 
38.     postureVertical = false 
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39.    else: 
40.     postureVertical = true 
41.    end if 
42.   end if 
43.  loop 
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VERTICAL ARM POSITION ALGORITHM  
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VERTICAL ARM POSITION ALGORITHM 
 
 
1.  /*Initialize result flag.*/ 
2.  armHorzontal = false; 
3.  while sampling arm device’s accelerometer: 
4.   /*Determine the arm device’s rotation around the z axis in degrees where 
5.   0 degrees is read when the y axis is vertical with the button facing upwards:*/ 
6.   if         then:   
7.    if         then  
8.              
9.    else if        then: 
10.            
11.    else: 
12.            /*Sensor is broken or not in a gravitational field*/  
13.    end if 
14.   else:  
15.          
  (
    
√    
 
)  (
    
 
) 
16.    if        then: 
17.               
18.    else: 
19.                 
20.    end if 
21.   end if 
22.  
23.   if        then: 
24.            
25.  
26.    /*Determine the smallest difference between the ideal and the actual: */ 
27.                        
28.    if           then: 
29.                    
30.    else if            then: 
31.                    
32.    else: 
33.     /Do nothing*/ 
34.    end if 
35.  
36.    /*See if difference is acceptable:*/ 
37.    if |    |        then: 
38.     armHorzontal = false 
39.    else: 
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40.     armHorzontal = true 
41.    end if 
42.   end if 
43.  loop 
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APPENDIX C 
 
HORIZONTAL ARM POSITION ALGORITHM  
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HORIZONTAL ARM POSITION ALGORITHM 
 
 
1.  /*Initialize result flag.*/ 
2.  armInFront = false; 
3.  while sampling arm and chest device magnetometers: 
4.   /*Determine the magnetic heading of the arm device:*/ 
5.   if        then:   
6.    if        then  
7.                
8.    else if       then: 
9.            
10.    else: 
11.            /*Sensor malfunction.*/ 
12.    end if 
13.   else: 
14.          
  (
   
   
)   (
    
 
) 
15.    if        then  
16.                   
17.    else: 
18.                
19.    end if 
20.   end if 
21.   /*Determine the magnetic heading of the chest device:*/ 
22.   if        then:   
23.    if        then  
24.              
25.    else if       then: 
26.              
27.    else: 
28.            /*Sensor malfunction.*/ 
29.    end if 
30.   else: 
31.          
  (
   
   
)   (
    
 
) 
32.    if        then  
33.                 
34.    else: 
35.                 
36.    end if 
37.   end if 
38.   if (             ) then 
39.    /*Obtain relative position of arm device to chest device by 
40.    calculating the smallest difference between the two headings:*/ 
41.              
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44.    if         then: 
45.                 
46.    else if          then: 
47.                 
48.    else: 
49.     /Do nothing*/ 
50.    end if 
42.  
51.    /*Determine the smallest difference between the ideal and the actual: */ 
43.                   
52.    if          then: 
53.                   
54.    else if          then: 
55.                   
56.    else: 
57.     /Do nothing*/ 
58.    end if 
59.  
44.    /*compare to threshold*/ 
45.    if          then: 
46.     armInFront = false 
47.    else: 
48.     armInFront = true 
49.    end if 
50.   else: 
51.           
52.            
53.    armInFront = false 
54.   end if 
55.  loop 
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INITIAL TORSO TWIST DETECTION ALGORITHM  
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INITIAL TORSO TWIST DETECTION ALGORITHM 
 
 
1.  /*Initialize detection flag.*/ 
2.                           
3.  /*Initialize distance to zero.*/ 
4.             
5.  while sampling chest device gyroscope: 
6.   if  reach test running: 
7.    /*Calculate the vector magnitude:*/ 
8.          √   
     
  
9.    /*Determine if the magnitude exceeds our tolerance:*/ 
10.    if            then: 
11.                       (       ) 
12.    end if 
13.    /*Determine if the distance exceeds our threshold:*/ 
14.    if             then: 
15.                             
16.    else: 
17.                              
18.    end if 
19.   end if 
20.  loop 
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SPIKE TOLERANT TORSO TWIST DETECTION ALOGIRHTM 
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SPIKE TOLERANT TORSO TWIST DETECTION ALOGIRHTM 
 
 
1.  /*Initialize detection flag.*/ 
2.                           
3.  /*Initialize distance accumulator to zero.*/ 
4.                 
5.  /*Initialize counters to zero.*/ 
6.                  
7.                   
8.  /*Initialize flags:*/ 
9.              
10.  /*Initialize queue:*/ 
11.                       
12.  while sampling chest device gyroscope: 
13.   if  reach test running: 
14.          √   
     
  
15.                       (       ) 
16.    /*Determine if the magnitude exceeds our tolerance:*/ 
17.    if            then: 
18.                         
19.                                   
20.    else: 
21.                                     
22.    end if 
23.  
24.    /*Determine if gyro rotation is intentional:*/ 
25.    if                   then: 
26.                
27.    else if                                     then: 
28.                          
29.               ∑                    ( )     
30.    else if                > 9 then: 
31.                 
32.                     
33.                      
34.    end if 
35.  
36.    if             then: 
37.                             
38.                 
39.                     
40.                      
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41.    else: 
42.                              
43.    end if 
44.   end if 
45.  loop 
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STEP DETECTION ALGORITHM 
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STEP DETECTION ALGORITHM 
 
 
1.  /*Initialize detection flag.*/ 
2.                     
3.  while sampling accelerometer and gyroscope of chest and arm devices: 
4.   if reach test running: 
5.        √(   
     
     
 ) 
6.        √(   
     
     
 ) 
7.        √(   
     
     
 ) 
8.        √(   
     
     
 ) 
9.    if (               
   )  (             
   )  then: 
10.                       
11.    else  
12.                        
13.    end if 
14.   end if 
15.  loop 
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FALL DETECTION ALGORITHM 
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FALL DETECTION ALGORITHM 
 
 
1.                     
2.  Initialize sliding window    to hold 1 second’s worth of samples from chest device. 
3.  Initialize sliding window    to hold 1 second’s worth of samples from chest device. 
4.  Initialize sliding window    to hold 1 second’s worth of samples from arm device. 
5.  Initialize sliding window    to hold 1 second’s worth of samples from arm device. 
6.  
7.  while sampling accelerometer and gyroscope of both arm and chest device: 
8.   /*Determine the chest device’s rotation around the x axis in degrees:*/ 
9.   if         then:   
10.    if         then  
11.              
12.    else if        then: 
13.             
14.    else: 
15.            /*Sensor is broken or not in a gravitational field*/  
16.    end if 
17.   else:  
18.          
  (
    
√    
      
 
)  (
    
 
) 
19.    if        then: 
20.     if      then: 
21.                 
22.     else: 
23.                
24.     end if 
25.    else: 
26.                 
27.    end if 
28.   end if 
29.  
30.   /*Determine the chest device’s rotation around the z axis in degrees:*/ 
31.   if         then:   
32.    if         then  
33.              
34.    else if        then: 
35.            
36.    Else: 
37.            /*Sensor is broken or not in a gravitational field*/  
38.    end if 
39.   else:  
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40.          
  (
    
√    
 
)  (
    
 
) 
41.    if        then: 
42.               
43.    else: 
44.                 
45.    end if 
46.   end if 
47.   /*Determine the smallest difference between the ideal and the actual: */ 
48.   if                then: 
49.  
50.                     
51.    if          then: 
52.                  
53.    else if           then: 
54.                  
55.    end if 
56.  
57.                     
58.    if          then: 
59.                  
60.    else if           then: 
61.                  
62.    end if 
63.   else: 
64.            
65.            
66.   end if 
67.  
68.   /*Calculate magnitude vectors of and accelerometer and gyroscope for 
69.   the chest and arm devices:*/ 
70.       √(   
     
     
 ) 
71.       √(   
     
     
 ) 
72.       √(   
     
     
 ) 
73.       √(   
     
     
 ) 
74.   Add value    to window    and remove oldest value if necessary. 
75.   Add value    to window    and remove oldest value if necessary. 
76.   Add value    to window    and remove oldest value if necessary. 
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77.   Add value    to window    and remove oldest value if necessary. 
78.   /*Determine if the current user’s position is static:*/ 
79.   if (|   (   )     (   )|     )  
80.   (|   (   )     (   )|     )   
81.   (|   (   )     (   )|    
   )  
82.   (|   (   )     (   )|    
   )  then: 
83.  
84.   /*If it is, determine if the person is unlikely to be standing:*/ 
85.    if                  then: 
86.     if (|   |      ) (|   |      )  then: 
87.      /*Determine if the transition was unintentional:*/ 
88.      if   (   )          (   )      
89.            (   )     
       (   )      
    
90.      then: 
91.                         
92.      else: 
93.                          
94.      end if 
95.    else: 
96.                        
97.    end if 
98.   end if   
99.  loop 
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OVERALL PROGRAM STRUCTURE WITHOUT FALL DETECTION 
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OVERALL PROGRAM STRUCTURE WITHOUT FALL DETECTION 
 
 
1.  while sampling motion sensors 
2.   /* calculate rotation angles required for FRT algorithms*/ 
3.   if  reach test running: 
4.    /* execute step, torso twist, and arm position detection 
5.     algorithms using the calculated angles*/ 
6.    if                    then:  
7.     /*step detected conditional code*/ 
8.    else if                          then: 
9.     /*torso twist detected conditional code*/ 
10.    else if                   then:  
11.     /*arm not horizontal conditional code*/ 
12.    end if 
13.   else: 
14.    /*execute arm position and posture algorithms*/ 
15.    if                                     
16.                        then:  
17.     /*user not ready for test*/ 
18.    end if 
19.   end if 
20.  loop 
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PROPOSED PROGRAM STRUCTURE WITH FALL DETECTIONs 
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PROPOSED PROGRAM STRUCTURE WITH FALL DETECTION 
 
 
21.  while sampling motion sensors 
22.   /* calculate rotation angles required for FRT and fall detection 
23.   algorithms*/ 
24.   /*Execute fall detection algorithm using calculated angles*/ 
25.   if  reach test running: 
26.    /* execute step, torso twist, and arm position detection 
27.     algorithms using the calculated angles*/ 
28.    if                    then: 
29.     /*fall detected conditional code*/ 
30.    else if                    then:  
31.     /*step detected conditional code*/ 
32.    else if                          then: 
33.     /*torso twist detected conditional code*/ 
34.    else if                   then:  
35.     /*arm not horizontal conditional code*/ 
36.    end if 
37.   else: 
38.    /*execute arm position and posture algorithms*/ 
39.    if                    then: 
40.     /*fall detected conditional code*/ 
41.    else if                                     
42.                        then:  
43.     /*user not ready for test*/ 
44.    end if 
45.   end if 
46.  loop 
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